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Abstract

The aim of the projects to make an embedded system which will provide all the
necessary information needed for the production of various crops in an efficient way
making the whole process automatic, cost effective , eco friendly and attaining all
other environmental

concern. It will also provide the amount of soil nutrients and

following to that measurement, an apps database will help to find out the amount of
fertilizer to be used in particular field. A soil moisture sensor with low-cost was
modeled, simulated and tested for achieving accurate and reliable measurements. A
high-performance ph probe is calibrated with linearity of the ph scale. Accuracy
maintained by scaling it with the help of linear regression and curve fitting in
MATLAB. Combining all these things the total irrigation system made automated
with a time to time state. A device is used to detect the color changes of soil solution
(which is found with the help of reagents provided by Mymensingh Agricultural
University) through image processing to verify the amount of soil nutrients. The aim
is to improve farm productivity and input use efficiency of water and other nutrients
needed for the soil. This system presents the design and development of Irrigation
controller System built with Arduino controlled board. The

system consists of

microcontroller, peripherals including RTC, LCD and driver circuit relay to switch
on/off a motor. The soil component testing device is built with camera for image
processing with on board switching and status display. An android app is optionally
built to make the overall system more smart, user friendly and reliable. The whole
system will take the agriculture sector of Bangladesh into a new height where the
process will be automated as well as cost effective and environment friendly.
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Chapter-1

Introduction
In Bangladesh, agriculture plays an important role in the development of the
country’s economy. Since scorching summers threatens our planet every year, our
farmers are sometimes unable to cultivate our traditional crops at their suitable
seasons. On other hand farmers are wasting water abundantly without proper
management. This leads to the scarcity of water at the time of requirement. Dipping
irrigation practicing in some part of our country inspired us to do this advanced
project. At present farmers are doing the irrigation manually, but in our project it is
designed to irrigate automatically. There are some projects on irrigation system
existing in some countries like India, China and Thailand. Here in Bangladesh we
still don’t have any kind of automatic irrigation system so to change the phase we are
trying to make the system automatic. We have seen in our neighbor country India
that they have used soil moisture sensor only to make watering process automatic but
we did the things more smartly with measuring others factor. These factors are
related to plant growth like soil temperature, humidity and air temperature and most
importantly soil ph. We also measured the sunlight intensity which is needed to
determine in which season which crops are good to plant. We thought about
supplying water from a fixed or limited reservoir so we used a water level sensor too
for detecting the level whether water is available there to supply or not. The whole
system is based on arduino which is the latest technology existing in the world till
now.
Here in our project we just took the idea of using soil moisture sensor for detecting
the water presence in the roots of the plant. Along with that we used hsm-20g for
measuring humidity and temperature, yl69 for measuring soil moisture, an analog ph
sensor to measure the scale of ph and also an Ldr sensor to measure the sunlight
intensity. So our overall system is very helpful to the farmers as they will get all the
state instantly.
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Well this is not the end we have just integrated the smart irrigation system but there
is something more. We have tried to measure the soil components like potash,
phosphate, and nitrate. We have detected the quantity of these components in the soil
and depending on the results we have given the measurements of fertilizer. We have
developed an android app with the database given by Bangladesh Agricultural
University and using this app we can easily find how much fertilizer we have to use
in a particular field. For doing this we have made an electrical device and after
getting the soil solution it is just need to put the test tube in our device box and there
you go! Get the measurement of soil component. So the whole project we made to
help our agricultural sector.

A. Literature review

We have gone through some article about smart irrigation implemented in other
countries and we have seen that apart from other countries in the world only India
has emphasized on this issue as they are also give priority to the agriculture.
According to the project done in India[6] ‘Automatic Irrigation System’ written by
Shagun Agarwal, Suyash Pandey, Shravan Kumar, Kunal Chaudhery ‘I embarked on
the design of the Weather Station. We are doing development of low-cost water
monitoring system in soil consisting of soil moisture level sensor. For sensing level
of soil moisture we have used famous and efficient probes. It is a circuit sensor that
can be used to measure soil moisture with an electrical output proportional to the
water in soil. And with increase and decrease in soil moisture level in the soil
we are controlling it through motor pump which will exact the water in/out
when it will sense decrease in soil moisture and vice versa’. From their project we
have come to know about the soil moisture sensor but our thinking was little bit
different we not only implemented soil moisture sensor but also used some other
sensor to get more statistics instantly. We have already discussed what sensors we
have used in our system.
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According to another project named ‘Krishak- Bandhu – automatic irrigation system’
done by K.SAKTHIKUMARAN, D.SABARISH, S.SYEDHASSAIN, (2013) Sri
Eshawr College of Engineering

[7] [8] [9]

‘

A soil moisture sensor was modeled,

simulated and tested for achieving, low-cost, accurate and reliable measurements.
This system presents the design and development of Irrigation controller System
built using Micro controller. The system consists of water storage tank, fertilizer
tank, moisture sensor to measure the moisture level of the soil temperature sensor
(thermistor), a control system, LCD display, solenoid valves and driver circuit relay
to switch on/off a motor. The sensor, made of two stainless steel nuts and bolts, is
embedded in the soil near the plant. It constantly relays the moisture level of the soil
to the electronic control system equipped with an LED panel. The blue light on the
display panel indicates dry soil. When the blue LED lights up, the control system
activates the solenoid valve, opening up water supply through the hose. As the soil
becomes wet, the red LED glows and the water supply are cut off by the valve. The
control unit can be adjusted for different moisture levels. The important feature of
our project is the automatic irrigation system which automatically mixes the organic
fertilizer with water and sends it to the agricultural land.’
From their project we have come to know about the soil moisture sensor and also
temperature and humidity sensor but our thinking was little bit different. We not only
implemented soil moisture sensor but also used some other sensor to get more
statistics instantly. We have already discussed what sensors we have used in our
system.
For our color testing device we hardly found any research paper as this is a new idea
we have implemented. Our honorable supervisor, Md. Khalilur Rhaman had a great
influence on this idea and throughout this project we took help from Bangladesh
Agricultural University. We have developed an android app with the help of a
contributing member in our project from CSE department of BRAC University. So
to conclude it can be implied that we tried to make the irrigation process not only
automatic but also measuring the other factors related to agriculture and also soil test
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of the farming land. This is still now a successful project to the development of
automatic and smart system for agriculture in our country.

B. Motivation:

The increasing demand of the food supplies requires a rapid improvement in food
production technology. In many countries where agriculture plays an important part
in shaping up the economy and the climatic conditions are isotropic, but still we are
not able to make full use of agricultural resources. One of the main reasons is the
lack of rains & scarcity of land reservoir water. Extraction of water at regular
intervals from earth is reducing the water level as a result of which the zones of unirrigated land are gradually increasing. Also, the unplanned use of water
inadvertently results in wastage of water. In an Automated Irrigation System using
these sensors, the most significant advantage is that water is supplied only when the
moisture in soil goes below a pre-set threshold value. This saves us a lot of water. In
recent times, the farmers have been using irrigation technique through the manual
control in which the farmers irrigate the land at regular
Intervals by turning the water-pump on/off when required. This process sometimes
consumes more water and sometimes the water supply to the land is delayed due to
which the crops dry out. Water deficiency deteriorates plants growth before visible
wilting occurs. In addition to this slowed growth rate, lighter weight fruit follows
water deficiency. This problem can be perfectly rectified if we use Automated
Irrigation System in which the irrigation will take place only when there will be
intense requirement of water, as suggested by the moisture in the soil. Beside this we
have seen the engineers of agriculture office do the soil component test manually
which is really time consuming as well as a bit tough work. So we thought about that
and made another device which is able to make the test digitally and can say the
amount of fertilizer to be used with the help of our developed android app. The
whole system is developed only to help the agricultural sector of Bangladesh as still
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on these days our economy mostly dependent on this sector. So to help the farmers,
agricultural sector and also to help the economical growth, we thought to make an
overall system for farming and that was our core motivation to do this work.

C. Arrangements:

In our agricultural field, the farmers who work hard don’t even know about the
agriculture scientifically. So called process are still going on and that’s the main
reason for stepping back in this sector comparing to the world latest technology and
their agricultural condition. That is why we tried to develop this system to make the
things smarter. We arranged all the sensors and integrated them in our system and
they worked perfectly which helped us to fulfill our desire about this project.
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Chapter-2
System Overview

Smart Irrigation System
tem Integration:

This is our whole integrat
rated system for automated irrigation. It is an arduino based
system with some importan
rtant sensor including an ac pump for watering
ng process. From
the picture above we can
an see that there is a ph probe which wee integrated and
calibrated with 100% accu
curacy to measure the soil ph. A handmade so
soil temperature
probe is there to determi
mine the soil temperature level and to seee the difference
between air temperature an
and soil temperature. To measure the water le
level in the roots
of the plant we have integ
tegrated a soil moisture sensor which is able
le to give output
instantly. Based on this output
o
an ac motor will be turned on whic
ich is connected
through a 12v relay. Wee hhave sunlight intensity measuring sensor (ld
(ldr) to detect the
intensity of sunlight and al
also have hsm20g humidity
Smart Irrigation & Soil Component T
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And temperature sensor to measure the air temperature and humidity. These entire
sensors are integrated in a board with character LCD display to show the state of all
the sensor output instantly within a fraction of second.

Soil Component testing device:

This is the system circuit for color detection device that we made. It is like an
innovation we did through our color detection process. Here is a color sensor
integrated made by Groove Company using i2c communication. We used a master
circuit to make up the color sensor data pull up. There are onboard switches to make
the testing process easier for the users. For different tests we used 3 different
switches with led indicator. There is a display to show the state or result instantly
after pressing any switch. The whole system is made on Arduino which is the latest
technology now over the world. This is how made our color detecting device with
full proof accuracy and consider the fact of eco friendliness.
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Chapter-3

System Implementation
A. Smart Irrigation
We have integrated somee useful sensors to make our irrigation system
tem automated as
well as to measure the fact
actors that are necessary for the soil and plants
nts in agricultural
crop field.

PH Sensor:
Soil pH or soil reaction iis an indication of the acidity or alkalinity
ity of soil and is
measured in pH units. Soi
oil pH is defined as the negative logarithm oof the hydrogen
ion concentration. The pH
H scale goes from 0 to 14 with pH 7 as the ne
neutral point. As
the amount of hydrogen ions
io in the soil increases, the soil pH decreas
ases and become
more acidic. From pH 7 to 0 the soil is increasingly more acidic and fr
from pH 7 to 14
the soil is increasingly mo
ore alkaline or basic.
Descriptive terms common
only associated with certain ranges in soil pH
H are: [10]
•

Extremely acid: < than 4.5; lemon=2.5; vinegar=3.0

•

Very strongly acid
id: 4.5–5.0; beer=4.5–5.0

•

Strongly acid: 5.1–
–5.5; carrots=5.0; asparagus=5.5

•

Moderately acid: 5.6–6.0;
5
potatoes=5.6

•

Slightly acid: 6.1––6.5; salmon=6.2; cow's milk=6.5

•

Neutral: 6.6–7.3;; saliva=6.6–7.3;
s
blood=7.3

•

Slightly alkaline: 7.4–7.8;
7
eggs=7.6–7.8

•

Moderately alkalin
line: 7.9–8.4; sea water=8.2;

•

Strongly alkaline:
e: 8.5–9.0; borax=9.0

•

Very strongly alka
kaline: > than 9.1

Following this scale wee have calibrated our sensor for the
measurement of ph in soil.
so Among some soil factors ph is one of the important
Smart Irrigation & Soil Component T
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factors. We had an analog ph probe which we made digital and found the best output
in our integrated sate display. Our soil ph sensor is able to give the 100% accuracy
and we have tested it already for numerous time.

Air Temperature & Humidity Sensor:
As we know all the living plants depend on temperature and humidity of air we have
taken this issue into our account. We are concerned about all the factors and
following to that we have integrated temperature and humidity sensor which is
named HSM- 20G. It is mostly common and low cost sensor in the world.
[11]

Sometimes temperatures are used in connection with day length to manipulate the

flowering

of plants.

Temperatures

alone also

influence flowering. Thermo period refers to daily
temperature

change.

Plants

produce

maximum

growth when exposed to a day temperature that is
about 10 to 15°F higher than the night temperature.
This allows the plant to photosynthesize (build up)
and respire (break down) during an optimum daytime
temperature, and to curtail the rate of respiration
during a cooler night. High temperatures cause
increased respiration, sometimes above the rate of photosynthesis. This means that
the products of photosynthesis are being used more rapidly than they are being
produced. For growth to occur, photosynthesis must be greater than respiration.
Similarly humidity is also an important factor for soil and plant growth. All plants
inhale carbon dioxide through their leaves.
This gas is used in photosynthesis. As the
plant opens its leaf pores to take in carbon
dioxide, some of the moisture in the leaf can
escape. Thus the plants sweat water vapor
into the air whenever they breathe.
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So to have a plant growth
th of satisfactory level we have measured the
these two factors
by integrating this sensor
or and got a very reasonable and efficient ou
output. Accuracy
was perfect as we compare
ared the output with meteorological websites.
s.

Soil Moisture:
Soil moisture is the measu
surement of water present in the plant roots.. W
Why this factor
is needed to be detected?
d? As we are considering the issue of auto ir
irrigation so we
need to have the instant state
st of water level in the plant roots and ou
our work is done
by this soil moisture senso
sor. This is named YL-69 which is calibratedd as per the level
of water needed to the crop
rops we grow in our crop field in Bangladesh.
h. We considered
3 levels of water that are plant
p
roots, soil surface and ½ inch above soi
oil surface.

[12]

Soil is considered as the
t main reservoir of water for the plants.. S
So if we can be

able to water the soil insta
stantly when they are dry and unable to suppl
ply the nutrients
to the plants, it will givee best
b growth rate of plants. Considering this
is issue we have
made this sensor responsi
sive in 3 different levels to detect the levell of
o water and to
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have the output for autom
matic watering process. It will give a signall to the motor we
used to water and moto
tor will be instantly on. After that if thee water level is
satisfactory it will have another
a
signal to make the motor off as ear
early as possible.
This will also help to save
ve our water resource as well.

Soil temperature:
We have built a soil tempe
perature sensor. We need a waterproof therm
mometer that we
can put it inside of the soil
oil surface. The sensor is made up of a smalll ccircuit enclosed
in a piece of heat shrink (to waterproof it).
[13]

The reason to make a soil temp sensor is so that we

can use it to offset the simple
si
soil moisture sensor. The
reason for this is becaus
use soil resistance changes with
temperature. So to add another
an
layer of accuracy, we can
include a temperature sensor
sen
near our moisture sensor.
Then we can use the temp
mperature to offset the data from
the moisture sensor to hel
elp mitigate the false dry reading
caused by changes in tempperature in the soil inside.
Here's

the

diagram

for

the

local

circuit

portion

of

this

module.

The circuit is mainly a voltage
vo
divider - the soil temperature sensorr is one half and
the

1K

resistor

is

thee

other

half.

There is also a noise filter - thee 00.1uF capacitor
going to ground.
Remember that the resistor we are soldering
alongside the LM335 is an AD
DJ (adjustment)
resistor. This means that
hat it is there to calibrate the sensor prop
operly. BUT, if
resistance changes with
th temperature, then our adjustment is cchanging with
temperature also.
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So to give the support to the soil moisture sensor we have made it and also we have
another purpose to make it is to have the difference between the air temperature and
soil temperature. We successfully observed that the temperature difference is low
and varies very rarely and we realized that the air temperature really have a big
factor on soil which we measured through our soil temperature probe.

Sunlight Intensity:
The more sunlight a plant receives, to a degree, the higher the photosynthetic rate
will be. However, leaves of plants growing in low light readily sun scorch when
moved to a bright location. Over time, as the wax content on a leaf increases, it will
become more sun tolerant.

Landscape plants vary in their adaptation to light intensity. Many agricultural texts
divide plants into sun, partial sun and shade. However the experienced farmer
understands the differences between these seven degrees of sun/shade. But to have
accuracy we had calibrated this sensor based on some crops and included to our
system.
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Water Level Detector:
Water level detection sensor made by grove was
integrated to indicate the tank or reservoir water level. As
we are working on resource saving so water saving is one
of the most important issues. We used tank to supply
water to our model plant field and to have an automatic
indication for knowing about shortage of water we used
this sensor. It actually worked more than we expected.
This sensor detects the level of water in any reservoir and
instantly give signal to the central control that there is shortage of water and then the
motor become automatically on to supply water to the reservoir. Thus we made the
whole irrigation process automatic.

Motor control:
An ac pump (submergible) is used to make the
watering process. We used a 12 v relay to control
the pump. Like diagram in the right side we made
the circuitry and controlled our motor. Our soil
moisture sensor is used to give signal to the
control for making the motor on. 220v pump is
directly connected to ac power through relay and
the relay is connected to arduino to get the signal
from soil moisture sensor to decide when the
motor should be on or off. This is how we
managed the process of irrigation automated.
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Control algorithm:
1. Soil moisture sensor is connected to arduino and it will give a signal when the
water level in the roots of the plant is very low.
2. After that our program will calculate the water level and will decide is there
watering is needed.
3. If water is needed then it will give an indication to the motor driver circuit to
turn the motor on.
4. Motor will be turned on until the water is enough in the roots
5. When roots of the plants and soil surface are filled up with water it will give
another signal to the controller to turn the motor off.
6. After that the motor will turned off as per indication given.
7. This is how the process will continue and the plants will get the desired level
water when needed.

Alongside these integrated motor and sensor we used a fully integrated and
automated control circuit which will display all the state we have measured earlier
in a 16x2 character lcd display to make it more clear to all. All the above process
made irrigation process smart, efficient and eco friendly as well as sustainable.
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B. Soil component testing device implementation:
This is another innovation we did is soil component testing device. This is done by a
camera sensor with a complex mechanism and it worked very well. How did we do
this? Here is the step by step analysis of our work for color detection device.

Reagents:
With the help of Mymensingh agricultural university we have made the things smart
and digital what they actually
used to do manually. We have
collected

the

necessary

reagents from them. Reagents
we used are:
1. Morgan solution
2. Potash reagent 1 & 2
3. Nitrate reagent 1 & 2
4. Phosphate reagent 1& 2
5. Distilled water
6. Phosphate solution
7. Phosphate powder reagents
8. Nitrate solution
9. Potash solution
We have collected soils from many areas within Dhaka city and did chemical test to
find the component measurement of that soil.
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Chemical reaction & results:

KNO3 > 25 ppm
W=CMV
= 25X (101.1/L)
= 25mg/L
= 25mg/101.1
= (0.2473 mole/L) x (0.1L)
=0.0025 gm

C1 x V1= C2 x V2
> 100 mL x 25 ppm = 10 mL x V2
>V2 = (200 / 25) mL
V2 = 4 mL

We took help from Mr. Akhter hossain & Mrs. Shagufta Gaffar for chemical
equations and to know about the soil characteristics. We made soil solution for our
manual testing purpose. We came to find some results after testing the soils from
different areas. Here is the result table we got after our test.
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Places

Phosphate

Nitrate

Potassium

Gulshan

High

Low

High

Banani

High

Mid

High

Agargao

High

Mid

High

BRAC

Mid

Mid

High

Mid

Low

Low

University
Khilagaon

Here these are the tested results from our manual test what the agricultural officer
does in their lab. We did it here manually first to verify our smart device data results.

Soil Characteristics:
Soil has different nutrients and components inside them and these vary from soil to
soil for various places. From above chart we can see that soil from Gulshan has high
phosphate but low nitrate where the soil sample from agargao has different
measurement. It has high phosphate and medium nitrate unlike gulshan. So this to
confirm that soils from different places will not have same characteristics and that is
why we made our device to test. After testing we can be sure how much fertilizer
one should apply in his land.
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Color Sensor:

Color sensor we used is collected from groove a renowned company. This module is
based on the color sensor TCS3414CS with
digital output I2C. Based on the 8*2 array of
filtered photodiodes and 16-bit analog-to-digital
converters,

you

can

measure

the

color

chromaticity of ambient light or the color of
objects. Of the 16 photodiodes, 4 have red
filters, 4 have green filters, 4 have blue filters and 4 have no filter (clear). With the
synchronization input pin, an external pulsed light source can provide precise
synchronous conversion control.
This module can be used to detect the color of light source or the color of objects.
When used to detect the color of the light source, the led switch should be turned off,
and the light source should shine the sensor directly. When used to detect the color
of things, the led should be on and you should put the object on the top of the
enclosure closely. The theory of sensing the color of objects is Reflective Sensing
Theory. Like the picture below.
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Interfacing:

These are the equations used
us to demonstrate the color from RGB and clear
c
value
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Detection:

We have detected the colo
lor intensity from our manual test as well ass from
f
our device
test. Here is the figure to give a real view of color detection proce
cess done by us.
There are 3 types of colo
lor for 3 type’s component test and we made
de our device in
such a manner that detec
tects all the color by the help of on boardd switching.
s
Our
device consists of an LCD
D display to show instant results of tested soil
oil solution.
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C. Mobile Apps

We have our tested result
ults in our hand now, what we have to do nnow with these
found results. This result
lt will give the measurement of fertilizer wee have to use in
our agricultural field. The
here is a database to determine how much fer
ertilizer we have
to use for how much land
d depending
d
on the result of soil test. Here iss tthe database:

Database:

Smart Irrigation & Soil Component T
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So to minimize the hard work
w
of finding the amount of fertilizer manu
nually we rather
built an android app which
ich will easily take you to the page of measure
rement of
fertilizer with a few clicks
ks.

Interfacing:

Smart Irrigation & Soil Component T
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Detection Algorithm:

1. The app is based on the results of our device, first page of the app we will
have to select the crop type and our desired amount of field.
2. Then we will find the tested result of the soil from that field and so if
someone gets the phosphate is high then he will press the button as amount of
fertilizer is high.
3. It will take us into a new page which consists of the amount of fertilizer we
have to use in that field.
4. This how we made the overall process as smart as possible.
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Chapter – 4
Sensor Calibration
Soil moisture sensor (YL--69) has a threshold level where it can dete
etect whether the
water is present or not in the
t roots of the plant as we put the probe in tthe root level of
the plants. We have calibra
brated this sensor into three level.
-

Soil moisture high
h ( 0 – 300)

-

Soil moisture mid ( 300 – 700)

-

Soil moisture low ( 700 + )

Our ph sensor is just a probe
pr
with a digital meter and it’s a low cost
co product. We
have tested the analog dat
ata then calibrated the ph sensor digitally by the output we
had in mv. We used matl
atlab for doing linear regression and found th
the linear curve
then we have calibrated the
th sensor using that curve. It was a very challenging
ch
work

to find the accurate outpu
put as it was showing in analog meter in the
he sensor but we
managed well the sensorr and
a made it 100% accurate to measure the ph of soil as well
as water.
Smart Irrigation & Soil Component T
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This is the curve we got in matlab and using this we have calibrated our ph sensor.
Our sunlight sensor can show 5 intensity level ( dark, dim, light, bright and very
bright). We have calibrated this ldr sensor using the data we have recorded for 1
month using our sensor. We got resistance difference in various light intensity level
and based on that data we calculated the average and found out the best calibration.
Our humidity and temperature sensor also calibrated like the sunlight sensor. We
also recorded data for 15 days of air temperature and humidity and based on that data
we made the calibration. For better understanding we have given some data from our
recorded data to show how did we calibrated hsm-20g sensor.

Soil temperature sensor is nothing but a simple LM-35 which is used to measure the
soil temperature. As it is not water resistant so we made a handmade probe to make
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it able to measure the temperature being under the soil surface. This sensor is
calibrated using the same way we have calibrated the sunlight sensor.
Water level detector is a sensor produced by groove. It can detect the presence of
water as it becomes conductor when gets touched with the water and gives the output
high in arduino. So we used the technique in reverse way as we used it for water
shortage detector in the water reservoir. We calibrated it in its reverse characteristics.
Thus it worked well and it is able to detect if there is shortage of water in the
reservoir and can give a signal to the central system.
At last we have the most wonderful and complex sensor which groove color sensor.
It can detect a color usually not the color but an rgb( red, green, blue) value along
with a clear value. We used the real solution and took the data of 4 different types of
value and calibrated the sensor by using the color chart we got.

This is one of the color charts of our three different color chart for soil component
detection. This is showing the color intensity difference found in the test by
agricultural university of Bangladesh. We have also tested soil from many place and
found different intensity and then recorded the data to calibrate the sensor to do the
work of detection.
This is the way we have done our calibration of all the sensors and found the desired
accuracy we have thought earlier.
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Chapter – 5

Result analysis
This is the most important thing of a system that is analysis of results found in all the
test has done. We did lots of test and found the real time data and the analysis part
we will show how got the accuracy.

A. Smart Irrigation:

In our smart irrigation system we have integrated 6 sensors and we found that the
data we recorded are close to accuracy. We have got the soil ph level 5.8 which is
little different from the generally accurate data (5.6). This happened as the soil has
different characteristics in different places. We have used sunlight sensor which
shown different intensity in different daylight like very bright in mid noon and dark
at midnight while dim in the late evening. Our soil moisture sensor worked well and
the accuracy should be paid off as it worked and passed signal within a fraction of
seconds.
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Our ph sensor is the best innovation we can say as it gives the 100% accuracy all the
time. We have measured acidic as well as alkalinity of the soil from different place.
We got the neutral 7 from distilled water, and used lemon (2.5) to get an acidic value
and surprisingly we got all the results correct. Here is the chart for some scaled
crops.
Descriptive terms commonly associated with certain ranges in soil pH are:
•

Extremely acid: < than 4.5; lemon=2.5; vinegar=3.0

•

Very strongly acid: 4.5–5.0; beer=4.5–5.0

•

Strongly acid: 5.1–5.5; carrots=5.0; asparagus=5.5

•

Moderately acid: 5.6–6.0; potatoes=5.6

•

Slightly acid: 6.1–6.5; salmon=6.2; cow's milk=6.5

•

Neutral: 6.6–7.3; saliva=6.6–7.3; blood=7.3

•

Slightly alkaline: 7.4–7.8; eggs=7.6–7.8

•

Moderately alkaline: 7.9–8.4; sea water=8.2;

•

Strongly alkaline: 8.5–9.0; borax=9.0

•

Very strongly alkaline: > than 9.1

B. Soil component test:
Our soil component testing device is a champ to have the accuracy level of 87% in
our different test. We have collected soil from different places of Dhaka city and
tested them manually to find out the component. We did it in a way like the
agricultural officers do in their lab. Then we have tested the same solution of soil
with our device and got the best results. For comparing purpose we have tested the
soil samples 15 times of 5 places. We have compared both the tested results and
found that our device accurately detected 13 times out of 15 tests. Here you go! This
will be a great feature for the country to be smart and digital in agriculture sector too.
Here we have given the comparison chart to show the results we got.
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This is the chart for the manual tested result:

Places

Phosphate

Nitrate

Potassium

Gulshan

High

Low

High

Banani

High

Mid

High

Agargao

High

Mid

High

BRAC University

Mid

Mid

High

Khilagaon

Mid

Low

Low

And this the results we got from our device test:

Places

Phosphate

Nitrate

Potassium

Gulshan

High

High

High

Banani

High

Mid

High

Agargao

High

Mid

Low

BRAC University

Mid

Mid

High

Khilagaon

Mid

Low

Low
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Chapter – 6

Discussion

Sensors monitoring is often carried out by our project group to predict, among other
things, surface run-off or movement of dissolved solutes and by farm consultants to
determine the amount and timing of irrigation required by crops. However, it is
rarely feasible to instrument more than a few locations at a time and spatial
variability is a major concern when attempting to use a few single point
measurements to represent large areas such as a certain field crop.
A promising approach is to incorporate measurements into computer models that
simulate, dynamically, the flow of water through the soil and to use these with
weather data for predictive purposes. New possibilities for monitoring at the crop,
farm and water catchment level are being provided with the emergence of wireless
sensor networks allied with the accessibility of the internet and the processing power
of computers. Conceivably, even seemingly intractable problems such as accounting
for macro-pore flow could be addressed with ‘intelligent’ sensors incorporating
‘machine learning’ algorithms.
We explore and review the value of soil moisture measurements in various areas and
zones with a focus on the field and surface scales of the field. This review is
motivated by the increasing ability to measure soil moisture with unprecedented
spatial and temporal resolution across scales. We highlight and review the state of
the art in using soil moisture measurements for estimation of soil hydraulic
properties, quantification of water and energy fluxes, and retrieval of spatial and
temporal dynamics of soil moisture profiles. We argue for the urgent need to have
access to field monitoring sites and databases which our team collect from
MAYMANSING KRISHI UNIVERSITY that include detailed information about
variability of soil nutrient such as sodium, potassium, phosphate etc and parameters,
including their upscale, mid scale and down scale values. In addition, improved data
assimilation methods are needed to measure the exact color of the above soil nutrient
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by our COLOR SENSOR DEVICE that fully exploits the information contained in
soil moisture data. The development of novel up scaling methods for predicting
effective moisture fluxes and disaggregation schemes toward integrating large-scale
soil moisture measurements in hydrological models will increase the value of soil
moisture measurements. Moreover, we recognize a need to develop strategies that
combine hydro geophysical measurement techniques with remote sensing methods.
In general, it seems that soil moisture measurements contain substantial information
on soil water processes making them valuable to estimate soil hydraulic properties in
an inverse approach at the field or catchment scale. Whether soil moisture
measurements alone are sufficient to estimate hydraulic properties depends on the
complexity of the soil surface system, the amount of a prior knowledge, the
uncertainty associated with the measured boundary conditions, and the number and
type of parameters to be estimated. The additional use of energy fluxes to constrain
the estimates of effective hydraulic parameters seems promising. At the field scale,
energy fluxes can be obtained by micrometeorological measurement techniques or
higher solution measurements of surface temperature. The use of this type of data to
estimate field-scale hydraulic properties is largely unexplored.
During our thesis we had faced some problems and overcome that successfully and
also we had some challenge to overcome and all the things are done with great
manner. The problems we faced and the challenges we had are discussed below.
In our SMART IRRIGATION SYSTEM project along with the COLOR
SENSOR DEVICE we face numerous problems involved with all sensors that we
use in our project. A few findings that our team addressed in this project are the
importance of the initial soil moisture profile for assimilation of surface soil moisture
measurements. Poor initialization is caused by the lack of a priori knowledge of the
true soil moisture content or soil properties. [3] Walker et al. [2001a] studied the
impact of poor initialization by specifying initially wet conditions for a dry soil. [1]
Das and Mohanty [2006] used a uniform initial soil moisture profile equal to 50% of
relative saturation. Galantowicz [1999] exchanged the true sandy soil profile by a
clay loam profile leading to a poor representation of the initial soil moisture profile.
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All these studies showed that this incorrect initialization is corrected by assimilating
near surface soil moisture measurements. For example, [3] Walker et al. [2002]
showed that the RMSE of the open loop simulations (i.e., runs without assimilation)
can be reduced by more than 50%. In addition, several studies reported on the
importance of coupled surface and subsurface soil moisture content for retrieving
soil moisture profiles from near surface measurements [e.g., Walker et al., 2002; [2]
De Lannoy et al., 2007]. For example, Walker et al. [2002] could not retrieve vertical
soil moisture profiles because of decoupling. This was explained by a combination
of strong surface drying and the specific properties of the soil profile, which
consisted of a clay layer overlain by sandy loam.
The following table is made our team to provide as a ‘kick-start’ to assist readers
with managing the safety aspects of installation - it is not intended to be a
comprehensive safety guide or a substitute for personal responsibility.
Moreover, our team observes that the estimation of soil properties, soil moisture data
only is often insufficient and additional soil data, such as matric potential, is
commonly required. [5] Wilson et al. [2003] used information about the spatial and
temporal distribution of soil moisture derived from electromagnetic induction
measurements to obtain information on subsurface morphology structures related to
fast horizontal subsurface water flow. [4] Results of Famiglietti et al. [2008] indicate
that there is an information gap in the very wet and dry range concerning small-scale
soil moisture variability (up to 100 m), which needs to be overcome to allow further
development and validation of up scaling approaches.
This type of data is essential for validating up scaling theories and catchment-scale
models. We anticipate that the establishment of long-term terrestrial observatories
that aim at multi-compartmental and multi-scale observation of hydrological
processes will help moving these issues forward
As we all know, country in Bangladesh, irrigation is the most important cultural
practice and most labor intensive task in daily greenhouse operation. As water
resources become limited due to competition from residential and industrial uses, it
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is becoming even more important to increase plant production water usage
efficiency. How to improve irrigation efficiency for greenhouse production is an
important and significant challenge for our team to implement our whole project
including color sensor device and app which is KRISHAK SAMADHAN in
trustworthy and easy manner mainly for the farmers. Keeping a watchful eye on
plants to ensure they receive sufficient water on time is important. Prevention of
overwatering is another aspect that can improve water usage efficiency and pest
prevention. For example, a recent study reported that larvae of shore fly can be
reduced if the soil moisture level is maintained around 30 percent. A similar
approach can also reduce root zone diseases such as Pythium. Growing on the drier
side without stressing plants is an important part of integrated pest management.
Delivering water to plants automatically at the right time and right amount is a key to
effective and efficient irrigation.
In general, root water uptake models try to predict where water is taken up by
plants and under what conditions this uptake is reduced by soil water shortage or soil
salinity. Although soil moisture is directly affected by root water uptake, it must not
be considered as a driving factor. Water flow toward and within the root system is
driven by water potential gradients and is therefore determined by the resistances in
the soil-root system. This resistance to flow depends on the\ resistance of the
different water flow paths in the soil-plant continuum, which include flow in the soil,
flow across the soil-root interface and flow within the root. The root length density
determines the length scale of the flow path in the soil. Often, flow in the soil is the
most resistive part. The moisture content changes in time and space may be used to
estimate the root water uptake and the root length density using inverse modeling.
All the process started by the installation of all sensors in our project along
with the color sensor device and integration among themselves involves activities
such as digging and the transport of materials and equipment and also damage of
sensors. Our teams are encouraged to consider the hazards involved and to take
measures to minimize all kind of risks in collaboration of our team competence.
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Finally we say that measuring soil moisture is important in agriculture to help
farmers manage their irrigation systems more efficiently. Not only are farmers able
to generally use less water to grow a crop, they are able to increase yields and the
quality of the crop by better management of soil moisture during critical plant
growth stages. Apply irrigation water at the right time and in the right amount for
consistently high yields. Excessive water application reduces yields by carrying
nitrates below depths of root penetration, and by displacing soil air for too long,
causing a lack of oxygen to the roots. Water shortage also reduces yields. Check soil
moisture to determine when to irrigate and how much water to apply. Besides
agriculture, there are many other disciplines using soil moisture sensors. Golf
courses are now using sensors to increase the efficiencies of their irrigation systems
to prevent over watering and leaching of fertilizers and other chemicals offsite.
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Chapter – 7

Conclusion
By executing the proposed system along with the COLOR SENSOR DEVICE
there are diverse benefits for the government and the farmers of our country. For the
government a solution for energy crisis is proposed. By using the automatic
irrigation system it optimizes the consumption of water by reducing wastage and
reduces the human intercession for farmers. In addition to the water conservation
benefits of soil moisture sensor-based watering, this smart watering methodology is
useful for sports fields and other high use areas such as parks and school grounds
where irrigation must be managed according to a stringent schedule.
Besides, in this wireless communication era, mobile phones have become a
necessity in the common man’s life. Moreover, being capable of making calls and
sending messages, the latest advancements in mobile phones facilitate them to
connect to the internet also. With these capabilities, there has been a significant use
of mobile phones in many areas of automation. One such area where mobile phone
can help the poor farmers with the automation is irrigation process. Furthermore, the
proposed system gives the poor Bangladeshi farmers an option to ease their work of
irrigation with the help of already available technology of cell phones through
KRISHAK SAMADHAN app. By using this app, farmers activate the system
through the cell phone at the field. This can greatly save their time needed to travel
to the fields in order to switch on and off the motor. Also the system has the option
including the moisture sensor to sense the level of water and automatically switch on
and off the motor through mechanical relay.
In conclusion, this report provides tools for irrigation system inspection and
determination of system run times to meet landscape water use. The use of these
appliances in combination with the COLOR SENSOR DEVICE and the judgment
of the irrigation manager will provide a best irrigation management program.
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Appendices

1. Programming Code:

Color Test code:

#include <LiquidCrystal.h>
#include <Wire.h>
#include <math.h>
#define COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR 0x39//the I2C address for the color sensor
#define REG_CTL 0x80
#define REG_TIMING 0x81
#define REG_INT 0x82
#define REG_INT_SOURCE 0x83
#define REG_ID 0x84
#define REG_GAIN 0x87
#define REG_LOW_THRESH_LOW_BYTE 0x88
#define REG_LOW_THRESH_HIGH_BYTE 0x89
#define REG_HIGH_THRESH_LOW_BYTE 0x8A
#define REG_HIGH_THRESH_HIGH_BYTE 0x8B
#define REG_BLOCK_READ 0xCF
#define REG_GREEN_LOW 0xD0
#define REG_GREEN_HIGH 0xD1
#define REG_RED_LOW 0xD2
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#define REG_RED_HIGH 0xD3
#define REG_BLUE_LOW 0xD4
#define REG_BLUE_HIGH 0xD5
#define REG_CLEAR_LOW 0xD6
#define REG_CLEAR_HIGH 0xD7
#define CTL_DAT_INIITIATE 0x03
#define CLR_INT 0xE0
//Timing Register
#define SYNC_EDGE 0x40
#define INTEG_MODE_FREE 0x00
#define INTEG_MODE_MANUAL 0x10
#define INTEG_MODE_SYN_SINGLE 0x20
#define INTEG_MODE_SYN_MULTI 0x30

#define INTEG_PARAM_PULSE_COUNT1 0x00
#define INTEG_PARAM_PULSE_COUNT2 0x01
#define INTEG_PARAM_PULSE_COUNT4 0x02
#define INTEG_PARAM_PULSE_COUNT8 0x03
//Interrupt Control Register
#define INTR_STOP 40
#define INTR_DISABLE 0x00
#define INTR_LEVEL 0x10
#define INTR_PERSIST_EVERY 0x00
#define INTR_PERSIST_SINGLE 0x01
//Interrupt Souce Register
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#define INT_SOURCE_GREEN 0x00
#define INT_SOURCE_RED 0x01
#define INT_SOURCE_BLUE 0x10
#define INT_SOURCE_CLEAR 0x03
//Gain Register
#define GAIN_1 0x00
#define GAIN_4 0x10
#define GAIN_16 0x20
#define GANI_64 0x30
#define PRESCALER_1 0x00
#define PRESCALER_2 0x01
#define PRESCALER_4 0x02
#define PRESCALER_8 0x03
#define PRESCALER_16 0x04
#define PRESCALER_32 0x05
#define PRESCALER_64 0x06

int readingdata[20];
int i,green,red,blue,clr,ctl;
int buttonInput = 2;
int lightOutput = 13;
int buttonState = 0;
int buttonInput1 = 3;
int lightOutput1= 6;
int buttonState1 = 0;
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int buttonInput2 = 4;
int lightOutput2= 5;
int buttonState2 = 0;
LiquidCrystal lcd(7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12);

double X,Y,Z,x,y,z;
void setup()

{

lcd.begin(16, 2);
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("BRAC UNIVERSITY");

lcd.setCursor(0,1);
lcd.print("SOIL TEST");
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();

pinMode(lightOutput, OUTPUT);
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pinMode(buttonInput, INPUT);
digitalWrite(buttonInput, HIGH);
pinMode(lightOutput1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(buttonInput1, INPUT);
digitalWrite(buttonInput1, HIGH);

pinMode(lightOutput2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(buttonInput2, INPUT);
digitalWrite(buttonInput2, HIGH);

Serial.begin(9600);
Wire.begin(); // join i2c bus (address optional for master)
}
void loop()
{
setTimingReg(INTEG_MODE_FREE);//Set trigger mode.Including free mode,manually
mode,single synchronizition mode or so.
setInterruptSourceReg(INT_SOURCE_GREEN); //Set interrupt source
setInterruptControlReg(INTR_LEVEL|INTR_PERSIST_EVERY);//Set interrupt mode
setGain(GAIN_1|PRESCALER_4);//Set gain value and prescaler value
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setEnableADC();//Start ADC of the color sensor
while(1)
{
readRGB();
calculateCoordinate();
delay(1000);
clearInterrupt();
}
}
/************************************/
void setTimingReg(int x)
{
Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.write(REG_TIMING);
Wire.write(x);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(100);
}
void setInterruptSourceReg(int x)
{
Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.write(REG_INT_SOURCE);
Wire.write(x);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(100);
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}
void setInterruptControlReg(int x)
{
Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.write(REG_INT);
Wire.write(x);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(100);
}
void setGain(int x)
{
Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.write(REG_GAIN);
Wire.write(x);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
void setEnableADC()
{

Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.write(REG_CTL);
Wire.write(CTL_DAT_INIITIATE);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(100);
}
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void clearInterrupt()
{
Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.write(CLR_INT);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
void readRGB()
{
Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.write(REG_BLOCK_READ);
Wire.endTransmission();

Wire.beginTransmission(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR);
Wire.requestFrom(COLOR_SENSOR_ADDR,8);
delay(500);
if(8<= Wire.available())

// if two bytes were received

{
for(i=0;i<8;i++)
{
readingdata[i]=Wire.read();
//Serial.println(readingdata[i],BIN);
}
}
green=readingdata[1]*256+readingdata[0];
red=readingdata[3]*256+readingdata[2];
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blue=readingdata[5]*256+readingdata[4];
clr=readingdata[7]*256+readingdata[6];
//Serial.println("The RGB value and Clear channel value are");
//Serial.println(red,DEC);
//Serial.println(green,DEC);
//Serial.println(blue,DEC);
//Serial.println(clr,DEC);
}
void calculateCoordinate()
{
X=(-0.14282)*red+(1.54924)*green+(-0.95641)*blue;
Y=(-0.32466)*red+(1.57837)*green+(-0.73191)*blue;
Z=(-0.68202)*red+(0.77073)*green+(0.56332)*blue;
x=X/(X+Y+Z);
y=Y/(X+Y+Z);
if((X>0)&&(Y>0)&&(Z>0))
{
// Serial.println("The x,y value is");
//Serial.print("(");
//Serial.print(x,2);
//Serial.print(" , ");
// Serial.print(y,2);
//Serial.println(")");
//Serial.println("Please reference the figure(Chromaticity Diagram) in the wiki ");
//Serial.println("so as to get the recommended color.");
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}
else{
//Serial.println("Error,the value overflow");
}
buttonState = digitalRead(buttonInput);
if (buttonState == LOW)
{
digitalWrite(lightOutput, HIGH);
if(green>=500 && green<=2824){
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil phosphate");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("HIGH");
delay(60000);
lcd.clear();
}

else if(green>2848 && green<=3848)
{
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil phosphate");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("MID");
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delay(60000);
lcd.clear();
}
else if(green>3848 && green<5384)
{
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil phosphate");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("LOW");
delay(60000);
lcd.clear();

}
else if(green>5384){
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil phosphate");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("VERY LOW");
delay(60000);
lcd.clear();

}
}
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if (buttonState == HIGH) {
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("press & hold ");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("any switch");
delay(500);
lcd.clear();
digitalWrite(lightOutput, LOW);

}

buttonState1 = digitalRead(buttonInput1);
if (buttonState1 == LOW)
{
digitalWrite(lightOutput1, HIGH);
if(blue>=100 && blue<=2048){
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil nitrate");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("HIGH");
delay(60000);
lcd.clear();
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}

else if(blue>2048 && blue<=2304)
{
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil nitrate");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("MEDIUM");
delay(60000);
lcd.clear();
}

else if(blue>2304){
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil nitrate");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("LOW");
delay(60000);
lcd.clear();

}
}
else {
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lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("press & hold ");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("any switch");
delay(500);
lcd.clear();

digitalWrite(lightOutput1, LOW);

}
buttonState2 = digitalRead(buttonInput2);
if (buttonState2 == LOW)
{
digitalWrite(lightOutput2, HIGH);
if(red>=400 && red<=1280){
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil potash");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("HIGH");
delay(60000);

}
else if(red>1280){
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lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("soil potash");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);

lcd.print("LOW");
delay(60000);
lcd.clear();

}
}
else {
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("press & hold ");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("any switch");
delay(500);
lcd.clear();

digitalWrite(lightOutput2, LOW);

}

}
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Smart Irrigation test:
#include <LiquidCrystal.h>
const byte psum=10;
int phPin=3;
int tempPin = 5;

unsigned int sensorValue5 = 0;
const int ledPin = 2;
int photocellPin = 0;
int photocellReading;

const byte nsum=10;

int humidityPin=1;
int Thgm20Pin=2;
unsigned int sensorValue2 = 0; // variable to store the value coming from the sensor
unsigned int sensorValue3 = 0; // variable to store the value coming from the sensor
int buttonApin = 5;

//

BS E D4 D5 D6 D7

LiquidCrystal lcd(7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12);

void setup()

{
pinMode(buttonApin, INPUT_PULLUP);
lcd.begin(16, 2);
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
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lcd.print("BRAC UNIVERSITY");

lcd.setCursor(0,1);
lcd.print("SMART IRRIGATION");
delay(2000);
}

void loop()
{
for (byte i=0;i<nsum;i++)
{
sensorValue2 += analogRead(humidityPin);
sensorValue3 += analogRead(Thgm20Pin);
}
int sensorValue2Avg=sensorValue2/nsum;
float RH= 0.1515*sensorValue2Avg-12.0;

int sensorValue3Avg=sensorValue3/nsum;
float Vt=(float) sensorValue3Avg*5.0/1023.0;
float R=(5.0-Vt)*10.0/Vt;
float TinC=281.583*pow(1.0230,(1.0/R))*pow(R,-0.1227)-150.6614;
float TinF=TinC*(9.0/5.0)+32;

// Serial.print(RH,0);
//erial.println(" %RH");
//Serial.print(TinC,1);
//Serial.println(" deg C");
//Serial.print(TinF,1);
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//Serial.println(" deg F");

lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print(TinC);
lcd.print((char)223);
lcd.print("C/");
lcd.print(TinF);
lcd.print("F");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Humidity:");
lcd.print(RH);
lcd.print("%");

// Display Light on second row
// int lightReading = analogRead(lightPin);
//lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
//

----------------

// //lcd.print("Light

");

//lcd.setCursor(6, 1);
//lcd.print(lightReading);
delay(2000);
sensorValue2=0;
sensorValue3=0;

lcd.clear();
delay(1000);
if(analogRead(4)<300){
digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
//digitalWrite(tushar, LOW);
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delay(6000);
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("Soil Moist High");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Motor Off");

}
if(analogRead(4)>300 && analogRead(4)<700){
//digitalWrite(tushar, HIGH);
digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
delay(6000);

lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("Soil Moist Mid");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Motor On");
}
if(analogRead(4)>700){
digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);
delay(6000);
//digitalWrite(tushar, LOW);
lcd.setCursor(0, 0);
lcd.print("Soil Moist Low");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Motor On");
}
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();
delay(1000);
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{
photocellReading = analogRead(photocellPin);
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("light intensity:");
lcd.setCursor(0,2);

lcd.print(photocellReading); // the raw analog reading
// We'll have a few threshholds, qualitatively determined
if (photocellReading < 10) {

lcd.print(" Dark");
}

else if (photocellReading < 200) {
lcd.print(" Dim");
} else if (photocellReading < 500) {
lcd.print(" Light");
} else if (photocellReading < 800) {
lcd.print(" Bright");
} else {
lcd.print(" Very bright");
}
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();
delay(500);
}

int tempReading = analogRead(tempPin);
float tempVolts = tempReading * 5.0 / 1024.0;
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float tempC = (tempVolts - 0.5) * 100.0;
float tempF = tempC * 9.0 / 5.0 + 32.0;

for (byte j=0;j<psum;j++)
{
sensorValue5 += analogRead(phPin);
}
int sensorValue5Avg=sensorValue5/psum;
Serial.println(sensorValue5Avg);

float PH= ((-0.0189)*((sensorValue5Avg/102.4)*500))+6.9087;
lcd.print(" PH");
lcd.print(PH);
lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
lcd.print("soiltemp:");
lcd.print(TinC-2);
lcd.print((char)223);
lcd.print("C/");

sensorValue5=0;
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();

delay(500);
if (digitalRead(buttonApin) == LOW){
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("Enough water");
lcd.setCursor(0,1);
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lcd.print("in reserviour");

}
else{
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("water level low");
lcd.setCursor(0,1);
lcd.print("in reserviour");
}

delay(2500);
lcd.clear();

}
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2. Testing pictures
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3. Schematics:

Soil testing device:
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Smart Irrigation:
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4. Soil Color Chart and Working Procedure:
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‘THE END’
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